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ABSTRI  CT

The objective of this study was to inv,Wigate  the benefits
of extending  narrow-correlator  techniques,  currently used in
some commercial applications (i.e., NovAtel),  to PO-cc&
military  GPS receivers.  &I analysis was conducted on the
performannce  of standard UAcode, narrowcorrelator C/A-
co& standard P(Y)-cc&  and a hypothetical narrow-xre-
lamrPo-c&e GPS  receiver.  ‘l’he effects of multipath on the
code tracking 100~s  for each candidate  &tern were anal-
Estimatesofc0delo0pmngingpafolmanceversuscanierto
noise density (C&JO)  IeveIs  wexe obtained for each of the fora
candidate cases. Both ground and a&aft  multipath Q~ES
wae estimated Di&rential  GPS  mar budge&  were gener-
atedfortachofthec&idarcsystems.IssuessuchasGPS
Space Vehicle (SV)  output RF bandwidth versus rtxeivu
pafmce are considauj  and recommendations regarding
the GPS SVs are presented The study indicates that the addi-
tional iqrovements in ovaall  GPS receiver performance
obtained in commercial GPS receivcIs  over stanckd
UAuxk  receivers may be extended to militxy (POUJW
GPS raxivas but only if tk GPS SV qectral ourput  is per-
mittedtoillcnasc
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* INTRODUCX’ION GPS Performance Analysis

A narrow-correlamr  GPS receiver, as does a convention- .
al GPS receiver, uses sampies  l?om  a comlator driven by an
“on-time” pseudorandom sequence and one driven  by an
“early-minus-late” IocaI sequence in a ‘dot-product” delay
discriminator. The pseudo random code sequence is used for
determining user position. For the CIA-code, the sequence
consists of 1000  nsec chips; for the P(Y)-code,  the chips are
100 nsec, thus affording more precise ranging accuracy than
the C/A-code. ‘Qpically,  tie c;uiy and late squences are
offset by one chip. In narrow-correlator  GPS receivers, the
early and late sequences are a&et  by as little as a tenth of a
chip.

Pseudorange accuracy improves with reduced spacing
between the early and lace local code sequences be-cause the
noise in the early and late channels becomes partially corre-
lated and tends to cancel out As the  correlator spacing de:
creases. the slope of the code discriminator ewe becomes
less steep, which results in a decreased range accuracy (see
Figure 1). The slope can be restored by increasing the re-
ceiver bandwidth (see Figure 2). The reason for the decrease
in discriminator slope, as the corre!ator  spacing decreases,
is that the cross-corre!ation  function for the local code and
the received code sequence becomes “rounded” near the
peak unless the passband  of the RF and IF filters are in-
CTeased.

AIthough  ranging performance improves with a wider
passband, a wider receiver passband  implies a higher sam-
pling rate (-20 MHz for a half-power bandwidth of 8 MHz).
Furthermore, the amount of data to be processed increases
significantly. - .

Despite the increased bandwidth and data processing
burden, narmw-correlator  technology offers several sub-

stantial advantages in GPS receiver perfom_an&  as
,

The use of narrow-later spacing technology has
bun demonstrati  in sae c/A-code  GPS receivers and
improved ranging perfmance and multipath resistance
have been reportal in theqen  literature. One of the earliest
and key papers in the theq of narrow-comlator  spacing in
GPS receivers, written b@. J. Van Dierendonck [l] et al.,
describes the theory of o&on for the NovAtel  commer-
cial line of GPS receive TASC has reviewed this paper
and extended the analysisa a hypothetical narrow-comlat-
or PO-code GPS recei=

As discussed in Refme 1. the selection of one chip

correlator spacing in P(Y)code GPS receivers was histori-
cally based on four issuer

1. The advanqes in is reduction are not present if a
tau-didxred  Delay Lock w (DLL)  is used. In such a loop,
a single uxrelator  is time- for the early and late signals.
The noise that zxompani5  these signals is uncorrelated be-
cause of the time lag ti exly and late signal-plus-noise
szmples.

2. The early receiven  uxe usually of the PO-&e vari-
ety. Since a P(Y)-code  r3ip is already  relatively narrow
(compared to UX-code),&ced correlator spacing makes
the DLL di&minator uy narrow. It was feared that
Doppler and o&er  dishn%nces  would cause loss of code
lock

3. Narrower correlatcrrspacing  requires faster clocking
of the early/late gating.  bdy in the GPS program, this was
a major technological p*m

4. Because the origimllcxror  budget was dominated by
Space Segment ems, dxndid  not appear to be any end-to-
endperf~advantaghimpmvedrangingpaformance.

With he advance  of tech&gy. most current GPS teceivcrs
perform uriy and late @early minus late) conzlation si-
multaneously thus negatiqthe  61% issue. The con= over
loss of code lock has bea mitigated by the use of canier-
aiding techniques. ‘Ihe M issue will be overcome as
technology impruvcs  &kta AA3  implementations be-
come available. The folldissue is addressed in this paper.

The advantages of *narrower comlator spacing in a
noncoherent  DLL .mtor inciude  reduction of track-
ing QIDCS  due to noise &~~Itipath. Noise reduction is ob-
tainal with narrower co&ttor spacing because the noise
components of the cziyd late sign& are correlated and
tend to cancel uch oth~~provided  that the eaxiy and late
pdg is simulraneor(not  dithered). MuItiparh  effects
are reducal because them-coherent DLL code disuimi-
nator is less distorted by& delayed multipath signal.
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Multipath  Error Budget

To estimate the impact on a measurement error budget,
the following assumptions were made:

1
1. Ground reflection: 20 dB Signal-to-Multipath Ratio

(SMR), uniformly  distributed

2. Aircmft fuselage reflection: 20 dB SMR exponen-
tially distributed. sigma = 2.0 m

The multipath contribution can be estimated by iategrat-
iag over the com!ator  response. Figure  7(a) and (b) present
multipath  error as a function of SAMR for the ground reflec-
tion and a&aft reflection conditions. respectively. Taking
the multipath  errors at aa amplitude ratio  of 0.1 (or 20 dB),
the measurement improvement is about 62 percent for the
ground reflection case and 13 percent for the akcraft  reflec-
tion case.

The total GPS receiver measurement error budget for the
standard (one chip correlator  spacing) P(Y)-code GPS re-
ceiver and a hypothetical  narrow-correlator  GPS receiver

0 0.1 0 2 0.3 a 4 03 0 0.7 a 2 a3 a 4 0.5.

AInpIituda Ratio (Murtipam-tm*-m) AmplitudEi  Ratio  (Multipath-to-Oirect]

are shown in TabIe  1. The analysis indicatts  that a 50 per-
cent  reduction  in receiver mf95urement emx is pas-
Sl%lC .

IX3JES

To fully realize the potential of narrowxorrelator
technology applied to P(y)-code  GPS receiven. several is-
sues must be studied and potential changes made to the GPS
system. They are:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

GPS Satellite Vehicle Transmitted RF Bandwidth
Ionospheric dual-frequency delay compensation
techniques

Anreana  performance over the larger RF bandwidth

AD convener  sampling rates and linearity require-
menrs

Increased interference susceptibihty due to a w&r
RP receiving bandwidth

Interference and multipath susceptibility due to the
higher bandwidths aad possible change of coherence
prcperties  of GPS signals reflected from terrain and
buiidings.

Table 1 Receiver Measurement Error Budget

PARAMETER STANDARD NARROW-CORRELATOR

Ranging Precision (m) 0.28 022

Ground Multipath (m) 0.60 0.23

Aircraft Multipath (m) 0.14 0.14 . .

Receiver Error- RSS (m) 0.68 0.34

ting
sponse

(a) Ground  Reflection .
(3) Airrraft  Muhip”+
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compared to a conventionaI  one-&p cor&tor spacing GPS
Eceivq norably:

l Signifkant  improvement in range resohrdon

l Raiuczd zceptibilicy  to multipatb  e&z
l  ShorUzrazverytimeafmrlossofnack[2]
. Fewer computations nquirui  for xsoking  wavelength

ambiguities in appkations  whtrt carrier phase  is wd
fur Iangin&

The lamx  is pakulariy important  for kinematic GPS and at-
titude determination systems.

Narrow-correlator  technology has a significant effect  on
two major performance aspects: ranging precision and mul-
tipath  susceptibility. Fit improvements in ranging preci-
sion are considered.

Improvements in Ranging Precision

An analysis was conducted comparing the  ranging preci-
sion of four alternative receiver implementations (a 20 miI-
lisecond  integration time was assumed for all four cases):

1. A standard C/A-code  GPS receiver - 2 MHz band-
width, I.0 chip spacing

2. A NovAtel  C/A-code  GPS receiver - 8 MHz band-
width, 0.1 chip spacing

3. A standard P(Y)-code  GPS receiver - 20 MHz band-
width, 1 .O chip spacing

4. ki advanced P(Y)-code GPS receiver - 80 MHz
bandwidth, 0.2 chip spacing

--- ; _.__
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Figurr2 GPS Receiver Dkctiminator
Output vs. Chip Delay for
Two Receiver Baudwidtlq

A ranging precision comparison is shown in Figure 3.
The ranging error WCS show a potential improvement in
ranging precision (at nominai  UN0 conditions) of about 23 ’
pacent for the advanced P(Y)-code  GPS receiver over that
of a conventional P(Y)-code  GPS receiver.

Multipath Rejection

The second arra  of major improvement is reduced sensi-
tivity to multipath Figure 4(a) and 4(b) show the multipath
susceptibility for the standard and narrow-cot-relator
P(?J-code GPS receivers, respectively. Each plot shows the
range error, in metem.  induced by multipath for various di-
rect-to-indirect amplitude ratios (AR) and phase differ-
ences. Note the significant improvement in multipath
rejection afforded by the naxrow-correlator  technology.

Optimal Correlator Spacing Design -_

Results from both analysis and experiments provide con-
c!usive evidence that realization of the  potential benefits
from narrow correlacor  spacing requires a pre-correlator
bandwidth substantiahy  iarger  than the conventional 2Jfc.
where Tc is the chip duration. For the NovAteI C/A-code
GPS receiver, that bandwidth is near 8 MHz, i.e., about 8Ak
As shown in Figure 5, that yields a mirumum  ranging uncer-
tainty for a cot-relator spacing close to 0.15 chips.

Scaling the NovAt.  design data to those of a P(Y)-code
GPS receiver yields a bandwidth of 80 MHz.  and an optimal
correlator spacing close to 0.2 chips, cf., Figure 6. Note that
c/NO is 3 dB less for the P-code case, due to lower rra.tq-
mitted power_than  for the CIA-code  carrier.

Ranging Precision vs C/NO
for Different GPS Technologies

loo
-Standard C/A-code
-NovAtel  C/A-code

Standard P(Y)-code
Advanced PC/)-code

aD ts 3 3s 4 45 50
cmiu4o-Noh  chmity  Ratio  (C/No)

F%ure3 Ranging  Precisions  vs. UN0 for Different
GPS ReceiverTecbnologies
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(a) Standard P(Y)-code
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Figure 4 Multipath Susceptibility vs. Multipath  Delay
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To~e&rZively  use the narrowuxrelator  technology at
,P(y)code,  the GPS signals transmitted &om the SVs must
have an RF bandwidth as wide or wider than the receiver RF
bandwidths. This will require a change to the GPS SV cir-
cuitry and may have other effects in system operation, fie-
quency approval, etc.

lbeuseofdual-6rcqurcytecfrniqucstocomptnsateioao-
sphericclelaysneedstobeanalyLedHigherordereffectsmay
need to be considaul  in narmw-correlator  GPS mcciver  de-
signs.

Anmrlnas  WiJI  need to provide uniform performance over
the entire GPS signal bandwidth or at least their ptoperties
must be studied and suitable compensation techniques applied.

Proper A/D circuitry and design will have to be impkment-
ed to accommodate the higher bandwidths. Higher sampling
rates and improved linearity  qe needed

Interference and multipath  suscepribiky  effects  need to be
studied and thoroughly analyzed

SUMMARY

In summary, natrow-cotreiator  technology has potential
benefits to P(Y)xodc GPS receives but additional studies
are mquired  on both technical implementation issues and
operational impacts.
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